
ENGLISH DRAMA

http://www.tivoliparentsclub.wordpress.com

Please call 24326628 for inquiry. 
Online application are availbale on

Sharon has recently graduated from Hong Kong Academy of Performing 
Arts with a Master of Fine Arts (Drama and Theatre Education). Over the 
past 6 years she has been working with Theatre Noir to develop various 
language learning and drama-in-education projects, collaborating with 
organizations such as British Council Hong Kong (Shakespeare: A World 
Wide Classroom), Education Bureau (Teachers Professional Development 
Programs), Hong Kong Science Museum (Science Tours), Hong Kong 
Wetland Park (Educational Theatre), Mobile M+ (visual arts and drama).

Teacher’s Profile
Teacher’s bio 
Miss Crystal Wong is the Senior Education & Outreach Officer of 
Chung Ying Theatre. She was graduated from Lingnan University 
and won Li & Fung Scholarships to study drama and education in 
Trinity College, U.S.A. She was the Programme Supervisor of 
Theatre Noir and Director of Child Education of Starlit Learning 
Centre. She is expertise in designing drama programme for 3-5 
year-old children and has been teaching English drama and 
directing musicals for various primary and secondary schools. 

Drama interaction is essential in the process of language acquisition, as it improves
communication skills in speaking and listening, as children have to use language to 
communicate ideas in the play or dialogue they are reading. 

They are also motivated because dramatic activities are something different from their 
daily class. Therefore, through stories and drama, children can develop a language 
learning method in an interesting and imaginative way.

「SMILE」through the course; students will be able to learn: 

Self-care: taking care of their props; 

Motor Skills: representing the character through movement; 

Intelligence: reading the story; 

Language: improving English speaking skills by practicing the lines;

Emotion: learning cooperative skills.

Please browse our Parents’ Club website for the latest                                              for each cycle.

Students will perform their final piece at the end of each cycle.
Parents are encouraged to join and witness this creative opportunity!


